ABSTRACT Go Artificial Intellects(AIs) using deep reinforcement learning and neural networks have achieved superhuman performance, but they rely on powerful computing resources. They are not applicable to low-cost personal computer(PC). In our life, most entertainment programs of Go run on the general PC. A human Go master consider different strategies for different stages, especially for the middle stage that has a significant impact on winning or losing. To study arguably a more humanlike approach that is applicable to low-cost PC while not reducing chess power, this paper proposes a new search algorithm based on hypothesis testing and dynamic randomization for the middle stage of the game Go. Firstly, a new method to decide the intervals of different playing stages more reasonable based on hypothesis testing is proposed. Secondly, a new search algorithm including a layered pruning branch method, a comprehensive evaluation function and a new selecting node method is proposed. The pruning method based on domain knowledge and upper confidence bound formula(UCB) are all applied to subtract the branches from the lower evaluation score, which was ranked behind 20%. The comprehensive evaluation function with adjustable parameters is proposed to evaluate the tree nodes after pruning. The new selecting node method based on dynamic randomization is used to expand the tree by selecting a node randomly from the high-quality node interval. Finally, the experimental results show that the designed algorithm outperforms Gnugo3.6 and Gnugo3.8 in chess power while reducing average search time and average RAM cost for one move effectively on a 19×19 board.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, deep learning is successfully utilized in many feilds [1] , [2] . Deep reinforcement learning and neural networks have been used in Go research and have achieved superhuman performance. Alpha Zero, AlphaGo Zero, and Alpha Go are the state-of-art programs for the game of Go [3] - [6] . Alpha Zero, which was proposed in 2018, leverages a general reinforcement learning algorithm that enables it to master Go, chess, and shogi through selfplay. A total of 5000 first generation tensor processing units (TPUs) were used to generate the self-play games, and 16 second-generation TPUs were used to train the neural networks of AlphaZero [3] . A multi-core central process-
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Guan Gui. ing unit(CPU) was used to train the network in AlphaGo Zero [4] . A total of 1920 CPUs and 280 graphics processing units (GPUs) were used in the distributed system of AlphaGo [5] , [6] . Clearly, AIs based Go programs such as Alpha Zero, AlphaGo Zero, and Alpha Go all need huge computation resources and hardware support. This holds true for other AIs based Go programs as well; for instance, a total of 2000 GPUs were used to train ELF OpenGo [7] , which is an open source Go AI. With only several multi-core CPUs, the computation and chess power of DeepZenGo are far below those of AlphaGo [8] . LeelaZero is a civilian-level Go AI that requires the concerted efforts of players all over the world to provide massive simulation games for its growth. Currently, there are over 2,000 machines participating in the LeelaZero project and the computing power is not high [9] , [10] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
Deep reinforcement learning applied in Go relies on powerful high-performance computing resources to compliment the self-play and training the deep neural networks. The superman Go programs run on common configuration desktop computer seldom. But in our life, most entertainment Go programs need to run on the general PC. Thus, it is practical for researchers to study the search algorithm applicable to low-cost personal computer. Upper confidence bound apply to tree (UCT) algorithm, Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm and varieties based on them are the typical representatives suitable for running on the common configuration personal computer.
A more humanlike approach to searching is attractive [11] . A human Go master will apply different strategies at different stages of the game and situations during the whole game. For example, a formalized series of moves are used in the opening stage, and attacking and defending strategies are employed in the middle game. Designing different algorithms for different stages of Go is arguably a more humanlike approach. But most of UCT or MCTS based algorithms ignore the effect of playing stage on the performance of the game. And there is no special research on search algorithm for middle stage although which is the longest and most important for the whole Go game.
A multi-modal search algorithm with thresholds for different stages based on experimental observations for Go whole game had been proposed. Pattern recognition and matching methods were used for the starting and ending stages, and MCTS algorithm was used for the middle stage [12] . However, the thresholds decision method lacks statistical data support.
In this paper, we first conducted the special research on search algorithm for Go middle stage. Hypothesis testing was firstly applied in Go research to obtain more reasonable intervals. The middle stage of Go search algorithm is based on hypothesis testing and dynamic randomization to approach the goal of low computation and no loss of winning rate for the low-cost personal computers.
The proposed algorithm has three main compositions: a layered pruning branch method, a comprehensive evaluation function with adjustable parameters, and a new selecting node method based on dynamic randomization. The pruning methods based on domain knowledge and UCB formula are all applied to subtract the branches with the lower evaluation score, which were ranked behind 20%. The evaluation function based on domain knowledge and the UCB formula is proposed to evaluate the tree nodes after pruning. The parameters of the functions are adjustable by experiments. A random node in the high-quality node interval with the top 15% of the comprehensive evaluation scores is selected and used to expand the tree.
The experiments demonstrate that our proposed novel middle game algorithm can achieve higher winning rates with the low time and space consumption, running on a normal personal computer configuration, compared with Gnugo3.6 and Gnugo3.8. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: Firstly, it is the first time to engage in designing a searching algorithm for the middle stage of Go. This work is of significant importance as the middle stage lasts longest and is usually critical in the outcome of the game.
Secondly, it is the first time that a hypothesis test method is applied to Go to determine the threshold interval for the middle stage of Go. This provides a reasonable and statistical length episode for using the proposed middle stage algorithm.
Furthermore, the layered pruning method based on domain knowledge and UCB formula is simple and effective in reducing search time and storage, while retaining the chess power. The pruning method can reduce approximately 17 percentage points of average search time and approximately 10 percentage points on average RAM cost for one move, compared to Gnugo3.8 on a 19×19 board.
Finally, the parameters of the evaluation function can be adjusted feasibly by experiments. Besides, selecting a node in the high-quality node interval randomly to extend the tree not only improves the chess power, but also adds diversity while avoiding falling into a local optimum.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are briefly reviewed in Section 2. Our proposed search algorithm is described in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results and analysis are presented. Finally, conclusions and future works are summarized in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
As most Go algorithms that do not rely on high computing resources employ upper confidence bound apply to tree (UCT) algorithm, Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm or their varieties, this paper give a brief review of UCT algorithm, MCTS algorithm, pruning methods, and other related works associated with UCT or MCTS algorithm in this section.
UCT algorithm uses UCB formula and Monte Carlo simulation to prune the game tree and evaluate the situation of leaf nodes, respectively [13] - [15] . It also deeply explores well-performing nodes. Gelly et al. leveraged the time difference algorithm to speed up the search of UCT trees,however, the knowledge gained from online learning often shows large deviations [16] . He et al. proposed a knowledge-based information ceiling tree for node evaluation of UCT algorithm [17] . The All moves as first (AMAF) is an enhancement closely related to the history heuristic first proposed in Monte Carlo Go. By adopting a small number of simulated rounds, AMAF method was used to speed up the evaluation of the situation. However, the evaluation method was completely randomized [18] . AMAF-caused deviation was corrected by adjusting parameters. This correction significantly improved the gaming power of Go program. However, this method exists the searching depth threshold [19] .
MCTS is currently classical computer game method for finding optimal decisions in a given domain by taking random samples in the decision space and building a search tree according to the results [20] , [21] . MCTS has already had a profound impact on AI-based approaches that can be represented as trees of sequential decisions, particularly games. Many variations and enhancements for MCTS have been developed [22] , [23] . Chen et al. applied domain knowledge and dynamic randomization to improve MCTS algorithm by randomizing the parameters in selected ranges during the in-tree phase of a simulation game, and hierarchically randomizing move-generators during the play-out phase.
Dynamic randomization was used in [24] . It can increase the playing strength of a Go Intellect significantly while the simulations are beyond 128K per move. GPU-based go search method was developed by Zhang et al. This schema can improve the searching speed of MCTS algorithm. However, it lacks the suitable searching algorithm to fit this scheme [25] . Fu et al. exploited a chessboard recognition algorithm based on chessboard image, however, the image quality had a significant effect on the effect of the algorithm [26] . A 9×9 board Go system based on time difference algorithm was designed in [27] . However, when the game was in the middle stage, the offensive ability of the system was clearly weakened. Guo et al. proposed a degenerated strategy to reduce the complexity of Go, however, how to prove the game after degradation equivalent to the original game is an unsolved problem [28] .
Currently, game search tree pruning algorithms include soft pruning, progressive pruning, absolute pruning, relative pruning, and domain-knowledge-based pruning [22] . Soft pruning is not applicable to Monte Carlo search tree [29] . Based on Indigo's 9×9 board Go and 19×19 board Go, progressive pruning improves the search speed, however, it has little effect on gaming power [30] . Both absolute pruning and relative pruning can improve search efficiency. Relative pruning was applied in Lingo, and it improved the winning rate against Gnugo 3.8 by approximately 3%. Domainknowledge-based pruning can significantly improve the winning rate of Lingo against Gnugo 3.8. The use of UCB-based pruning can also improve chess power [31] .
The hypothesis test is used to observe whether significant differences occur using the mathematical distribution analysis and the sample observations obtained by sampling. It first proposes a hypothesis of the proposition being studied -the hypothesis that there is no significant difference-before using a certain method to verify whether the hypothesis is true [32] . Hypothesis testing theory has been successfully applied to quality system certification [33] , image resolution criteria [34] , indoor multi-feature detection of mobile robot [12] . However, it has not been applied to Go.
From the above literature, we can see that most Go algorithms based on UCT or MCTS do not consider the playing stage effect on the outcome to the game. There is no special middle stage algorithm for Go game. The threshold decision method lacks statistical data support although the multi-modal algorithm for different stages has been proposed.
To make the Go program think more like a human with higher chess power and lower space and time resource, we designed a novel algorithm with a more reasonable interval decision method, which focuses on the middle stage of Go running on a personal desktop computer. The hypothesis test method is firstly applied to determine the threshold interval for middle stage of Go. This method is of statistical significance. The algorithm consists of a layered pruning method, a comprehensive evaluation function, and the new randomly dynamic selecting node method. The algorithm can improve the game power of the program more than pattern matching and UCT algorithms applied to Gnugo3.6 and Gnugo3. 8 . Experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves desirable performance in improving chess power and reducing RAM and search time resources.
III. PROPOSED SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR MIDDLE STAGE
In this section, we first provide the threshold interval method using the hypothesis test. Then we describe the algorithm that uses the comprehensive evaluation function, the pruning method, and node selecting method in detail.
A. THRESHOLD INTERVAL METHOD FOR THE NUMBER OF STEPS OF MIDDLE-STAGE GO GAME
We obtained 500 games from a publicly accessible Go website [35] .These games were played by Zhou Ruiyang, Li Changyi, Coulee L and Li Shishi before May 2015.
A 5th dan Go player, Ya Dong, from our research team analyzed the 500 games record and extracted the raw data of the number of steps at which the game enters the middle stage and end stage respectively for each game. 450 valid data points in the steps of the game entering the middle game and 335 valid data points in the steps entering the end game are valid from the 500 games record. We use discrete random variables X and Y to represent the critical steps to enter the middle game and the end game respectively. We got the statistical histogram diagrams of the threshold steps at which Go game enters the middle and end games respectively. The outcome is illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . The ordinate indicates the number of samples and abscissa indicates the move steps in Fig.1 and Fig.2. From Fig.1 and Fig.2 , it can be seen that the threshold steps X and Y follow an approximately normal distribution. Therefore, it is reasonable and practical applying hypothesis test method to verify the distribution VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2.
Step threshold statistical histogram into final stage.
of the steps. If a random variable Z follows the normal distribution, its probability density function is expressed by the equation 1.
The likelihood function of the mean and variance of with m samples is expressed by equation 2.
According to the sample size, Z is divided into j sub-intervals [b i , b i+1 ) (i = 1, 2, . . . j) that do not overlap with each other. Let B i = {b i ≤ z ≤ b i+1 } and H 0 be the hypothesis. If H 0 is true, the distribution function of Z is
The classical goodness of fit test is [36] divide the entire possible randomized trial into incompatible events
Generally, if H 0 is true and the number of tests is large, the statistic of H 0 is represented by the equation 4.
If sample number m is large enough, g z, µ, σ 2 follows an approximately χ 2 distribution with k − r − 1 degrees of freedom. The goodness of fit reflects the degree of conformity between the actual data and the theoretical model. When the goodness of fit is less than or equal to the significance level α, i.e., the χ 2 obtained by equation 1 satisfies the inequality
reject H 0 ; otherwise accept H 0 . The probability of this test being the first type of error is approximately α [32] . Suppose X and Y are subject to normal distribution. The sample size of X is 450 and the sample size of Y is 335. We take the parameter estimation process of X as an example. Let α = 0.05, from equation 1 we have
Let T 1 and T 2 be the threshold intervals of entering the middle game and end game, respectively. We then have the following:
Let T be the threshold interval of the middle game. Thus, there is
where t 1 and t 2 are any two elements, each selected from sets T 1 and T 2 , respectively. Thus, the threshold interval of the middle game based on hypothesis test is obtained using the above procedures. A certain value in this interval set can be selected as critical step randomly. This step provides a reasonable and statistical length episode for using the proposed middle stage algorithm.
B. DESCRIPTION OF MIDDLE-STAGE ALGORITHM FOR GO
The proposed algorithm framework is based on MCTS. It has three main parts: a layered pruning branch method, a comprehensive evaluation function with adjustable parameters, and a new node selecting method based on dynamic randomization. The pruning method is used to subtract the branches from the lower evaluation score, which was ranked behind 20% when extending the tree. The comprehensive evaluation function is then used to evaluate the node of the tree. Dynamic randomization selecting is applied to select one node randomly from the high quality interval with the top 15% of the comprehensive evaluation scores. Assume X represent the number of steps in Go. When t 1 ≤ X ≤ t 2 , repeat the steps of the following pseudocode (See Algorithm 1).
1) LAYERED PRUNING METHOD
Searching lots of nodes in the game tree needs a large of time and space resources. Pruning methods are very nec-Algorithm 1 Middle-Stage Algorithm for Go 1: Set the current situation as the root node of the search tree S root ; 2: while timeremain do 3: Extend the tree by MCTS for the root node S root ; 4: Prune the branches using the proposed PDKAUCT; 5: Evaluate the remain nodes using the proposed comprehensive evaluation function based on domain knowledge and the UCT algorithm; 6: Select a node S randomly as the target move using the proposed RSHQI method; 7: return S; 8: Replace S root with S; 9 
Evaluate node i using domain knowledge; 4: Output evaluated value set
Sort by descending d;
Pruning 20% nodes ranked at the bottom of set d; 7: Return evaluated value of the rest 0.8n nodes;
8: end for 9: for i = 0 → 0.8 × n do 10: Evaluate node i using the UCT alogrithm with UCB1 formula; 11: Output evaluated value set u(u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ); 12: Sort by descending u; 13: Pruning 20% nodes ranked at the bottom of set u; 14: Return evaluated value of the rest 0.8*0.8n nodes; 15: end for 16: end function essary to subtract nodes with poor performance and can improve the search efficiency to some extent. Pruning methods applied in the go game searching algorithm include domain-knowledge-based pruning, progressive pruning, soft pruning, relative pruning, absolute pruning, etc. [31] - [33] . Domain knowledge based pruning methods and UCT based pruning methods are effective currently among the different methods. They can not only improve the search efficiency but also contribute more to the gaming power. Therefore, we proposed a layered pruning method that evaluate the nodes before subtracting. It is composed by two sequent steps.
First, evaluate the nodes according to domain knowledge and subtract the branches with the low value score ranked at the bottom 20%. Second, evaluate the remained nodes according to UCB1 [37] and subtract the branches with the low value score ranked at the bottom 20%. 20% is selected as the pruning ratio according to Pareto's principle. The pruning methods is described in the following pseudocode (See Algorithm 2). 
2) COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION FUNCTION
A comprehensive evaluation function with dynamic adjusted parameters combining domain knowledge and UCT algorithm is described in detail in this section. The parameters were adjusted according to test data.
For a node i in the game tree, the static evaluation value of its domain knowledge is denoted as d i (0 ≤ i ≤ 360) while the UCB1 evaluation value is represented by u i (0 ≤ i ≤ 360). The evaluation value of the current game V i can be formulated as follows:
where f (t) and g(t) are weight function of domain knowledge evaluation and UCB1 evaluation. They are adjustable parameters, satisfying 0 f (t) ≤ 1, 0 g(t) ≤ 1, and f (t) + g(t) = 1. Pruning method based on domain knowledge performs better than other pruning methods in improving chess power [22] , [31] . Therefore, the weight of domain knowledge evaluation is greater than that of the UCT evaluation, i.e., f (t) ≥ g(t). The weight values are adjusted according to actual test results of the go program. Suppose f (t) = (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9). According to the five suits of UCB1 evaluation weight and domain knowledge evaluation weight, five different weight distribution schema, A, B, C, D, and E, are listed in Table 1 . Five different weight distribution schema were applied to develop 19×19 board Go game respectively. In order to select a better weight distribution scheme, the five programs are compared using a circular game. One program plays 100 games against another for each pair of programs. The compassion of winning rates with different weight distribution schema are shown in Fig.3 .
From Figure 3 , it can be seen that B weight distribution scheme, which is with the highest winning rate 0.545, is much better than other categories. Therefore, B scheme is selected as the parameter set of the comprehensive evaluation function.
3) NODE SELECTING METHOD
The moves with the maximum winning expectation at some certain steps may not indicate a final victory in subsequent games. In this paper, a high-quality node interval with the top 15% evaluation scores is constructed. One node located in the high-quality interval is selected randomly rather than the node with the highest score. The process of node selecting method is in the following. First, sort the child nodes of the current situation in descending order of their evaluation weights. Second, construct the high-quality node interval range with evaluation weights in top 15% range. Finally, a node is randomly selected from this interval to perform game tree expansion. The range of the high-quality interval 15% was determined according to actual test data. During the test, we set V1, V2, V3, and V4 to be the ranges schema with the top 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% evaluation scores respectively. The four different high-quality node interval schema were applied in the 19×19 board Go respectively. Experiments were conducted to select the optimal scheme by playing circular games among the programs using V1, V2, V3, and V4. A total of 100 games were played between each pair of programs. The winning rates of different schema are shown in Fig.4 . It can be seen that V3 with the highest the highest winning rate 0.554 is the best schema from Fig.4 . Therefore, the high-quality node interval with the top 15% evaluation scores was selected as the target range.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We developed the search program named Mucgo for three categories boards using the proposed algorithm based on hypothesis test and dynamic randomization for the middle stage of go game. In order to verify the performance of this new algorithm, we conducted experiments extensively to compare chess power and computation consumption of the proposed Go program with those of Gnugo3.6 and Gnugo3.8. There are some difference for different boards of Mucgo. The proposed algorithm was used for all stages in 9×9 and 13×13 boards. But in 19×19 board, the proposed algorithm was used for the middle stage, while a pattern-matching method based on domain knowledge was used for the start and final stages. Gungo3.6 uses a pattern-matching method based on domain knowledge, whereas Gnugo3.8 uses a pure UCT algorithm without pruning branches. The main methods and algorithm applied in the three programs are listed in Table. 2. Mucgo, Gnugo3.6 and Gnugo3.8 were deployed on a normal configuration desktop computer. Mucgo played against Gnugo3.6 and Gnugo3.8 automatically on the GoGui gaming platform. 9 and 13 board programs were running on one computer and 19 board programs were running on the other computer. Details on the running environment for these Go programs of different board sizes are given in Table. 3.
A. CHESS POWER EVALUATION COMPARED WITH GNUGO3.6 AND GNUGO3. 8 Automatic gaming experiments on the two desktop computers lasted approximately 1 month. A tournament was played to evaluate the chess power of Mucgo compared to that of Gnugo3.6 and Gnugo3.8; the results of this tournament are illustrated in Fig.5 and points on a 9×9 board; 53.54, 19.45, and 27.01 percentage points on a 13×13 board; and 51.82, 25.43, and 22.75 percentage points on a 19×19 board, respectively. It can be seen that the winning rate is higher than 50 percentage points and the loss rate is below 35 percentage points. As Mucgo is a program developed using the proposed MAHTADR algorithm, which includes a layered pruning method, a comprehensive evaluation function, and a new node selecting method, and Gnugo3.6 is a program developed using a pattern-matching method based on domain knowledge, Mucgo performs better than Gnugo3.6 when chess power is considered. The experiments verify that the proposed middle stage algorithm can improve the chess power effectively when compared with the pattern-matching algorithm used in Gnugo3.6. The automatic game experiments between Mucgo and Gnugo3.8 on the two desktop computers lasted approximately 15 days. A total of 891 valid and complete 9×9 board game records, 1195 valid and complete 13×13 board game records, and 970 valid and complete 19×19 board game records were collected. The right part in Fig.6 shows the wins, draws, and losses of Mucgo on 9×9, 13×13, and 19×19 boards when playing against Gnugo3.8. The win, draw, and loss rates are 52.14, 24.81, and 23.05 percentage points on a 9×9 board; 51.42, 18.56, and 30.02 percentage points on a 13×13 board; and 50.96, 16.42, and 32.76 percentage points on a 19×19 board, respectively. Evidently, Mucgo has a higher winning rate and a lower loss rate against Gnugo3.8. Gnugo3.8 is a program developed using the UCT algorithm and it includes no pruning method or improvements. In contrast, Mucgo is developed using the proposed algorithm with considerable improvements; thus, it outperforms Gnugo3.8 when considering chess power. The experiments verify that the proposed algorithm performs better than the UCT algorithm used in Gnugo3.8 in terms of chess power.
1) SEARCH TIME AND RAM COST COMPARISON WITH GNUGO3.8
To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of reducing search time and RAM costs, we compared the average search time and RAM cost of one move of Mucgo and Gnugo3.8. The result is shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8 . The search time and storage consumption is very low for the algorithm without using deep neural network. These parameters are of no obvious significance on the 9×9 and 13×13 boards because the search space is not large enough. Therefore, we only conducted experiments comparing Mucgo and Gnugo3.8 on a 19×19 board. In the first game, Gnugo.8 played as black and Mucgo played as white. The two programs played 215 moves in total to the outcome of the game. In the second game, Gnugo3.8 played as white and Mucgo played as black. They played 209 moves in total to the outcome of the game. For each move, the search time and RAM cost were recorded. The average search time and RAM cost was determined by calculating the mean values of all the moves for both Mucgo and Gnugo3.8.
In Fig.7 , the red bars represent the average search time, which was 433 ms and 521 ms for Mucgo and Gnugo3.8, respectively. Mucgo reduced the average search time by approximately 17 percentage points compared to Gnugo3.8. In Fig.8 , the blue bars represent the average RAM cost for one move, which was 212 MB and 235 MB for Mucgo and Gnugo3.8, respectively. Mucgo reduced the average RAM cost by approximately 10 percentage points compared to Gnugo3.8. As Mucgo used a layered pruning method based on domain knowledge and the UCT algorithm, it could effectively reduce the search time and RAM cost compared to Gnugo3.8, which did not prune the search tree. These experiments verify that the proposed pruning method is very effective in saving both time and space resources.
V. CONCLUSION
Go game is generally divided into layout, mid-game and final stage, and the mid-game has a great influence on the outcome. Therefore, this paper considered the game progress and specially designed a search algorithm on the base of hypothesis testing and dynamic randomization for the middle stage of Go. The 500 game data of Go players Coulee, Li Shishi, Li Changhao and Zhou Ruiyang were analyzed. The fit goodness test and the maximum likelihood estimation method were used to verify the distribution of the threshold interval steps at which the game enter middle stage. We got the threshold interval steps at which game enter final stage by the same method. Thus, the threshold interval of the middle stage was gotten. The proposed algorithm framework has three main parts: a layered pruning branch method, a comprehensive evaluation function with adjustable parameters, and a new selecting node method based on dynamic randomization. The layered pruning method based on domain knowledge and UCT was used to subtract the branches with the lower evaluation score which were ranked behind 20%. To evaluate the tree nodes after pruning, a comprehensive evaluation function was proposed. The parameters of the evaluation function were adjusted dynamically, and the parameters with better performance were selected according to the experimental results. This is practical to improve the chess power. To expand the tree, a new selecting node method was given in this paper. Instead of selecting the node with the highest comprehensive evaluation score, select the high-quality node interval with the comprehensive evaluation score in the top 15%, and dynamically select one node from this interval to expand. This 15% high-quality node interval was selected as a better-performing interval according to experimental data. The algorithm was applied to design and implement 9×9, 13×13, and 19×19 board Go,named Mucgo. Automatic game experiments were conducted extensively with different versions (Mucgo, Gnugo3.6, and Gnugo3.8) for three Go categories of 9×9, 13×13, and 19×19 boards respectively.
The experiments verify that the proposed middle stage algorithm based on the hypothesis theory and dynamic randomization can improve the chess power effectively when compared with the pattern-matching algorithm used in Gnugo3.6. It also performs better than the UCT algorithm used in Gnugo3.8 in terms of chess power. It can effectively reduce the search time and RAM cost compared to Gnugo3.8.
Some research problems still need to be addressed. For example, the illustration of the reasonable pruning percentage, the existence of optimal parameters for the comprehensive evaluation function, and the existence of an optimal high-quality node interval. In the future, research on a general Go artificial intelligence model with light weight deep neural network structure, which considerably shortens training time and requires almost no human knowledge should be conducted.
